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Abstract

In recent years in Japan, falling fish prices and rising fuel costs have worsened the economic conditions for many fisheries-dependent households. Many fishermen select the fishing ground in which they anticipate they can maximize their total catch, even when such grounds are far from their home harbor. As a result, fishermen have the potential to select a fishing ground in which they do not maximize their income. Especially the Japanese coastal squid jigging fishermen need to develop energy-saving squid jigging fishery practices, because of the high fuel consumption in comparison to other fisheries. By using the Management Simulation Method, we show that income fluctuations are caused by various factors. We used social factors and fishing ground factors in this simulation. According to the simulation results, small changes in social and fishing ground situations can result in changes in selection of the optimal fishing grounds. We conclude that the selection of fishing grounds by fishermen based only on their own knowledge and/or intuition might not result in choices that maximize their income, and it is necessary to develop objective methods to choose the fishing ground in which they can maximize their income.
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Introduction

In recent years in Japan, falling fish prices and rising fuel costs have worsened the conditions for many fisheries-dependent households. It was indicated that there are two reasons that managements of fisheries households were not affected by the past two oil crisis. The first reason is that many fisheries households had resources to spare. The second reason is that fish prices were comparatively high (Baba, 2008a–c). But now in Japan, many fisheries households do not have spare resources. So, we think that it is necessary to examine the changes in social factors and to enable an optimal choice in each situation.

However, without extensive data to predict fuel cost, fish price, making a selection of fishing ground and fish stock is very difficult with a goal for optimizing economic return. So fishermen have operated their fisheries based on their own knowledge and/or intuition, without a scientific basis to model economic return.

In addition, people make a choice which they think is optimal, and they only make a risky choice when they are in a bad situation (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992; Kikuzawa, 2006; Furuyma, 2008). In addition, people do not make an optimal choice as only high expected value, but as considering many factor such as St. Petersburg’s paradox, M. Allais’s paradox, bias of certainty, loss aversion, aversion of ambiguity, framing effects and status quo effects (Fukuda, 2003). These indications mean many Japanese coastal squid jigging fisheries-dependent households, in economic hardship, might make a risky choice at their own fisheries management.

Japan had gone through the second oil crisis in 1970s, the bubble economy (favorable business condition) in later 1980s, following the collapse of the bubble economy, and the deflation era in early 1990s and the third oil crisis in recent years. In addition, squid prices have decreased with deflation, and many Japanese squid jigging fisheries households are in financial crisis now. So, we think it is important to increase fishery income by examining measures to optimize choice design based on fluctuation of fuel cost, fish price, selection of fishing ground and so on.

Fishery income consists of sale of catch and cost of operating. Thus, if squid jigging fishermen want to increase their income, it is necessary to increase sales and/or decrease cost. The sale of catch is made up of catch and price of squid, so we should know that relationship between catch and price of squid.

Surveying real income in all social situations and operating
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conditions is not feasible because conditions of fisheries operations change from hour to hour and social situations also change. Therefore, in this study, we pay attention to a method of simulation in which we can set situations and conditions with ease.

In fisheries science, simulation methods are in use for clarifying the marine ecosystem (Suzuki et al., 1979; Kishi, 2008), managing fish resources (Kato and Matsumiya, 1993; Katsukawa, 2004, 2007; Hiramatsu, 2004, Wakayama et al., 2006; Wakayama, 2008), modeling net motion in sea water (Takagi et al., 2002, 2004; Kudo, 2004), modeling fish schooling behavior (Suzuki, 2006) and trying to select fishing grounds (Tameishi, 1999; Harada et al., 2009; Yoshinaga et al., 2004). However, until now, there is no study clarifying fluctuations of squid jigging fishery income and environmental damage caused by changing of social situations and fishery operating conditions.

So, the objective of this study is clarifying fluctuations of Japanese squid jigging fishery income in relation to changing social situations and operating conditions, by using the fishery income simulation model from departure from port to return to the port.

Materials and methods

Classifying the social situations

We classified the yearly social situations using the criteria 1) average price of the type A oil, 2) average price of the fresh squid, 3) average employment cost and 4) total catch of fresh squid.

We extracted the yearly average nominal prices of the type A oil from the homepage of the Bank of Japan, and estimated the yearly average real prices by compensating with the consumer price index. We extracted the yearly average nominal prices of the type A oil from the homepage of the Bank of Japan, and estimated the yearly average real prices by compensating with the consumer price index. We extracted the yearly average nominal prices of the type A oil from the homepage of the Bank of Japan, and estimated the yearly average real prices by compensating with the consumer price index. We extracted the yearly average nominal prices of the type A oil from the homepage of the Bank of Japan, and estimated the yearly average real prices by compensating with the consumer price index.

We identified 5 types of social situation, we quantified the characteristics of each cluster using principal component analysis based on parameters of yearly average real price of the type A oil, average real price of the fresh squid, average real employment cost and total catch of fresh squid.

Finally, we compared yearly average real price of the fresh squid to yearly total catch of fresh squid for clarifying relationship between price and catch of fresh squid.

Construction of the fishery income simulation model

We constructed a fishery operating simulation model for estimating fishery income in each operation. Steps of the procedure were as follows:

The fuel consumption in liters per km of Hamade-Maru moving at 10 knots, regular vessel speed from the harbor to the fishing ground, was 4.71 l/km (measured value). The fuel consumption \( F_o \) in liters when Hamade-Maru moves \( d \) km can be expressed as a function of the distance \( (d \text{ km}) \)

\[
F_o = 4.71 \times d \tag{1}
\]

During squid jigging operations of Hamade-Maru, fish lamps whose wattage is 180 kW are powered by auxiliary engines. The fuel consumption at squid jigging operation \( F_n \) in liters can be expressed as a function of the operating time \( (T_o \text{ in min}) \) and the fuel consumption rate \( (P_o \text{ in l/min}) \), where \( P_o \) was 0.80 l/min (measured value).

\[
F_n = T_o \times P_o \tag{2}
\]

When fishermen select other fishing grounds \( n \) times, the total fuel consumption through all processes \( (F \text{ in liters}) \) is

\[
F = \sum_{k=1}^{n} F_{mk} + \sum_{k=1}^{n} F_{ok} \tag{3}
\]

where \( F_{mk} \) means the fuel consumption for the \( k \) moving process, and \( F_{ok} \) means the fuel consumption for the \( k \) squid jigging operation.

In this study, the cost of the coastal squid jigging fishery was constructed of the fuel cost, the employment cost and the cost of the foam polystyrene cases used to box fresh squid with ice. The total fuel cost through all processes \( (Q \text{ in JPY}) \) can be expressed as a function of the total fuel consumption through all processes \( (F \text{ in liters}) \) and the fuel rate of type A oil \( (R \text{ in JPY/kg}) \).

\[
Q = F \times R \tag{4}
\]

The cost of the foam polystyrene cases to box fresh squids with ice \( (W \text{ in JPY}) \) can be expressed as a function of the amount of catch \( (C \text{ in case}) \), the unit price of a foam polystyrene case \( (y \text{ in JPY/case}) \), the unit price of ice \( (i \text{ in JPY/kg}) \), and the total amount of ice \( (j \text{ in kg}) \).

\[
W = C \times y \times i \times j \tag{5}
\]

The sales of catch \( (Y \text{ in JPY}) \) can be expressed as a function of the amount of catch \( (C \text{ in case}) \), and the unit price of fresh squid \( (r \text{ in JPY/case}) \).

\[
Y = C \times r \tag{6}
\]

So, the fishery income in one operation \( (O \text{ in JPY}) \) is...
\[ O = Y - Q - M - W \]  

where \( M \) is the employment cost in JPY/day.

**Results**

**Transition of the parameters**

The real price of type A oil continued at a high level in the second oil crisis (1979–1988) and the third oil crisis (2004–2008) (Fig. 1). The real price of fresh squid continued at a high level in the 1970s–1980s, and changed to a low level (1/3 of the high level) in 1990s-2006 (Fig. 2). The employment cost has continued to increase every year, and the employment cost in recent years is 1.25 times more than the employment cost in the second oil crisis (Fig. 3). The catch of fresh squid continued at a low level until 1990, and has increased at a faster rate after 1990 (Fig. 4).

**Classification by social situations**

Fig. 5 shows the results of hierarchical cluster analysis using parameters are yearly 1) average real price of the type A oil, 2) average real price of the fresh squid, 3) average real employment cost and 4) total catch of fresh squid. The Y-axis means the indicator of similarity. We determined the similarity is 1.5, and classified 5 clusters. The first cluster contained 1975–1979 and 1983–1986 (before and after the second oil crisis), the second cluster contained 1980–1982 (second oil crisis), the third cluster contained 1987–1991 (bubble economy), the fourth cluster contained 1992–2002 (following the collapse of the bubble economy, and deflation era) and the fifth cluster contained 2003–2008 (third oil crisis).

Fig. 6 shows the results of principal component analysis whose parameters are yearly 1) average real price of the type A oil, 2) average real price of the fresh squid, 3) average real employment cost and 4) total catch of fresh squid. The first principal component is (unit price of fresh squid \( \times 0.649 \) + (unit price of type A oil \( \times 0.431 \)) – (employment cost \( \times 0.627 \)). So, forward direction of X-axis indicates increasing unit price of fresh squid and decreasing employment cost. The second principal component is (unit price of type A oil \( \times 0.897 \) + (employment cost \( \times 0.378 \)) – (unit price of fresh squid \( \times 0.230 \)). So, forward direction of Y-axis indicates increasing unit price of type A oil.

The first cluster contained 1975–1979 and 1983–1986, the second cluster contained 1980–1982, the third cluster con-
of catch and the total sales of catch in the coastal squid jigging fishery (1975-2006). There was no correlation between the amount of catch and the total value of fresh squid. And this trend indicates that the total value of fresh squid did not increase with the increase in total amount of catch.

### Relationship between distance from harbor to fishing ground and fuel cost

The fuel consumption when operating squid jigging at 30 km, 20 km and 10 km from the harbor was 95%, 91% and 86% of the consumption when operated in 40 km (Table 1).

### Income fluctuation in each situation and condition

In 2009, Hamade-Maru operated 181 times, and the average amount of squid caught during one operation by Hamade-Maru was 214 cases.

The class with the highest frequency was the 0-50 cases class, and the frequency decreased with the increase in catch (number of cases) of squid (Fig. 9). We categorized catch of squid classes into four catch levels as very poor catch (0 to 50 cases per day), poor catch (50 to 150 cases per day), regular catch (150 to 350 cases per day) and good catch (over 350 cases per day) (Table 2). Representative values in the third oil crisis used in the fishery income simulation are 50 cases (very poor catch), 100 cases (poor catch), 200 cases (regular catch) and 350 cases (good catch).
But, the yearly total catch of fresh squid fluctuated (Fig. 4), because the stock of squid changed (Shikata, 2009) and fishing intensity went up as the years have increased. So, we defined the representative value of before and after the second oil crisis, the second oil crisis, the bubble economy and following the collapse of the bubble economy, and the deflation era as 36%, 51%, 48% and 115% of the representative values of the third oil crisis.

In the fishery income simulation, the distance from the harbor to the fishing ground was changed from 10 km to 40 km, and the catch level was also changed from the very poor catch to the good catch in each social situation.

When the fishing ground is located at 40 km far from the harbor, following the collapse of the bubble economy, and the deflation era is the situation that fishermen receive the highest income for the very poor catch condition, before and after the second oil crisis is the situation that fishermen receive the highest income for the regular and good catch conditions (Table 3).

When the fishing ground is located at 30 km far from the harbor, following the collapse of the bubble economy, and the deflation era is the situation that fishermen receive the highest income for the poor catch condition, and the second oil crisis is the situation that fishermen receive the highest income for the regular catch condition, and the third oil crisis is the is the situation that fishermen receive the highest income for the good catch condition.

When the fishing ground is located in 20 km far from the harbor, following the collapse of the bubble economy, and the deflation era is the situation that fishermen receive the highest income for the very poor catch condition, the before and after the second oil crisis and the second oil crisis are the situations that fishermen receive the highest income for the poor catch condition, and the second oil crisis is the situation that fishermen obtain the highest income for the regular and good catch conditions.

When the fishing ground is located at 10 km far from the harbor, following the collapse of the bubble economy, and the deflation era is the situation that fishermen receive the highest income for the regular catch condition, and the third oil crisis is the lowest for all catch levels and for all fishing grounds.

**Principal component analysis**

Both the unit price of fresh squid and the unit price of type A oil were at a high level in the second oil crisis (Fig. 6). After that, the unit price of fresh squid became lower, but the unit price of type A oil remained elevated at the level of before and after the second oil crisis. After the collapse of the bubble economy, the unit price of fresh squid remained at a low level even as the unit price of type A oil increased at a
faster rate. So, the rate of rise of expenditure in recent years is caused by the increasing of the unit price of type A oil and decreasing of the unit price of the fresh squid.

Discussion

We discuss about the relationship between yearly average unit price of the fresh squid and yearly total catch of fresh squid. In the squid jigging fishery, increasing total weight of catch did not lead to an increase of the total value of the catch (Fig. 8). It is indicated that the decrease of total catch of fish did not cause an increase in the unit price of catch in recent years, because of two factors (MAFF, 2008). The first factor is the increase in imported aquatic products, and the second factor is the wide gap between supply and demand of fishery products. So, it is assumed that the effective method for improving the management of squid jigging fisheries households is not increasing of weight of catch but decreasing the cost.

The estimated incomes in the third oil crisis were lowest in all social conditions despite the catch condition. On the other hand, the estimated incomes in the third oil crisis were...
at a high level for the regular and good catch conditions, although the incomes to the very poor and poor catch conditions were at a low level. So, in the third oil crisis fishermen can not operate an optimal fishing in a similar way that operated in the second oil crisis. One of the reasons that management of squid jigging fisheries households had not been in crisis at past two oil crisis was that the unit price of squid was above standard in the second oil crisis, as indicated by Baba (2008a–c).

The additional cost caused by increasing the distance from the harbor to the fishing ground was larger in the second oil crisis and the third oil crisis than other eras (Fig. 10). Total fuel consumption calculated by the fuel consumption simulation from Hamade–Maru became higher as the distance from the harbor to the fishing ground increased (Table 1). So, operating squid jigging fishery near the harbor without decreasing of squid catch increases fishery income.

In the present circumstances, fishermen can not know the expected catch of squid before they leave port, so we can not use fishery income simulation for estimating anticipated profit.

There are previous researches about attempting to forecast catch of fish and where fishing grounds are formed (Hara et al., 2009; Yoshinaga et al., 2004). The distribution of Japanese common squid is affected by sea temperature (Fukada et al., 1991a–b), and searching technology of fishing ground advance in squid jigging fishery (Tameishi, 1999). In addition, there is a study attempted to share information of fishing ground using the Marine Broadband (Wada and Hatanaka, 2009). On the other hand, there is a previous study to maximize anticipated value of agricultural income with mathematical model designed with uncertainty factor, in cropping plan (Ito, 2006). Thus, we believe that we can forecast the catch of squid before leaving port and selecting the fishing ground in the future.

The fishery income simulation model makes it possible to quantify the coastal squid jigging fishery in terms of fisheries management, and based on the simulation results, just a little changes of social and fishing ground situations can change the optimized fishing ground for maximizing fishermen’s income.

**Conclusion**

So, we concluded that fishermen selecting fishing grounds only with their own knowledge and/or intuition might not choose the fishing ground in which can maximize their income, and it is necessary to develop the scientific methods to select fishing grounds which can maximize their income. But, the unconsidered factors, i.e. skills of fishermen and oceanic condition, have the potential to change product system of fishery significantly (Yamashita, 2003). So, it is necessary to compare actual measurements in real operations and results estimated by operating simulation for improving the precision of estimated value as future works.
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